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Zeiger's (1967) procedure for decomposing a finite-state machine 
M yields a cascade of permutation-reset machines. Inputs which 
permute subsets of the states of M cause state permutations in one or 
more machines in the cascade. This paper deals with the conditions 
causing such permutations in the cascade, and considers decomposi- 
tion of definite automata. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Zeiger (1967) gives a procedure for decomposing a finite-state 
machine M into a cascade of permutation-reset (P- I t )  machines. A 
P-R machine has the property that each input either resets the machine 
to some state or permutes the states. Zeiger shows that inputs permuting 
subsets of states of M cause permutations in the cascade. In  this paper 
we investigate such permutations. 
The main results are summarized as follows. Given a machine M, 
a minimal x-permuted subset is defined, where x is a tape. The state 
subset Sx ~ is the union of all minimal x-permuted subsets, and it is shown 
that S~ appears as a cover element in any Zeiger cascade for M. If  
S~ ~ is not a singleton set, then every symbol embedded in x causes a 
permutation i  some P-R machine of the cascade. Then a key result is 
proved, which states the following: if those permutations resulting from 
arbitrarily assigned next-states are excluded, then for each nonnull 
tape x, S~ is a singleton if and only if no Zeiger cascade for M has 
permutations in any P-R machine. For the special case where an input 
symbol z permutes the whole state set of M, it is shown that z is the 
1 The work reported in this paper was performed at the Division of Engineering 
Research, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, and is a part of 
the author's Ph.D. dissertation (1968). The work was sponsored by the Air Force 
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identity permutation on the states of M if and only if the permutations 
due to ~ of any P-R machine in a cascade for M are identities. Finally, 
it is shown that definite automata re exactly those machines whose 
decomposition yields no non-arbitrarily-assigned permutations. 
I I .  PREL IMINARIES  
The reader is referred to Zeiger (1967) and Cutlip (May-June, 
1968) for background material. In Zeiger (1967) the decomposition 
procedure is given. However, some flaws in that procedure xist, and 
Cutlip gives corrections. 
For the most part we retain the notation of Zeiger (1967), but some 
differences will be observed. 
Let 3/  be a machine, and let C1, . . .  , C~ be a sequence of covers 
obtained in a cascade decomposition of M, where Cn consists of single- 
tons. This sequence is not unique in general, since each cover may have 
more than one initiaI similarity class available for refinement. Each 
C~ is called a Zeiger cover, and CI, • • • , C~ is called a sequence of Zeiger 
covers for M. The term Zeiger cover for M refers to any cover from any 
sequence of Zeiger covers for M. Each P-R machine Lt ,  .- • , L~ cor- 
responding to C~, • • • , C~ is called a component machine. 
Throughout this paper the following situation is assumed. C~, • • • , C,~ 
is a sequence of Zeiger covers for M. For 1 =< i < n, D~ is the initial 
similarity class of elements of Ci replaced in obtaining C~+t, and L~ is 
the corresponding component machine. The cascade connection of 
L~, . . - ,  L~ is a Zeiger cascade for M. K~ or N~ is the cascade 
of L~, • • • , L i .  For economy of space the statement of these conditions 
will frequently be omitted. 
A machine M is specified by the 4-tuple M = (Q~, ~, q0, F),  where 
Q~ is the set of states of M, the state transition function ~ is a mapping 
from Q~ N I~ into QM, q0 is the start state, and F __ Q~ is the set of 
final states. 
For ease of reference we present he rules for determining correspond- 
ences between states of M and states of the cascade, and for specifying 
state transitions of L2, . . .  , L~ (see Cutlip, l~lay-June, 1968). We have 
a cover C, a machine K that tells where M is in C, and a refined cover 
C'. The P-R machine to be specified is L, and N is the series composition 
of K followed by L (N C K --~ L).  Let D ~ C be an initial similarity 
class, and let U ~ D be the reference lement. Let R(U) (the replace- 
ment set for U) be the set of all elements with which U is replaced in 
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obtaining C' from C. The replacement set R(P)  for any element P of 
D is similarly defined. 
Recall from Zeiger (1967) that if P E D and R ~ D then there are 
P transformations vpe and v~ in ~ with the properties (1) vpR(P) = R 
PV R and vRP(R) -= P, and (2) vpR.v~ P and v~ • p are identity mappings 
on R and P, respectively. 
Let Q~ = {R ~ C':R c U}; that is, to each element of R (U)  we 
correspond a state of QL. Let IL = IK X QK, Q~ = Q~ X QL and 
Iv IK Iu  Let ZN map Qn onto C' = = . so that for each (p, r) ~ QN 
(1) If ZK(p ) = P ~ D, then ZN(p, r) = Z~(p ). 
(2) If Z~(p) = P C D, then Z~(p, r) = v,P(r), where the symbol 
r denotes both a state of L and an element of C'. 
To specify the transitions of N, for each ~ C Iv and (p, r) C QN, 
define an(p, r) = (s, t) by: 
(1 )  s = ~(p) .  
(2) If Z~(s) = S C C N C', let t = "don't care." 
(3) If Z~:(p) = P ~ C N C' and Z~(s) = S C D, choose t so that 
v~v~.(p) _ t. 
(4) If ZK(p) = P C D and ZK(s) = S C D, choose t so that 
u P v~ ¢~v~ (r) _ t. 
Again, the symbols r and t refer both to states of L and corresponding 
elements of C' in R(U) .  In step 2, the next state of L can be arbitrarily 
chosen. Zeiger chose to let t = r, which means ~L performs the identity 
permutation on states of L. The "don't care" specification ~ven here 
is preferred so that when the terms "permutation" and "reset" are used, 
only the nontrivial cases in steps 3 and 4 are understood. 
These transition specifications for N will be referred to frequently 
as Rules 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Observe tha~ if v- P us ~MVU(r) = t a permutation of QL is produced 
by ~. In some situations ~M is not a one-to-one map from P to S, and 
VZV~MVVe(r) is properly contained in t; in these cases ~ resets L to state t. 
III. CAUSES OF PERMUTATIONS IN A CASCADE 
In this section the properties of Zeiger covers for M and of subsets of 
Q,~ which have special significance in a cascade decomposition of M are 
investigated. Our first task is to characterize certain subsets of Q~ 
which always appear as cover elements in any Zeiger decomposition of 
M. 
Notation. Let w~ ~ ~ and B c QM • If WM is the identity map on 
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B, we write w~(B)  = B(id).  I f  x = ~1~2 "'" (r~ C IM* then x~(B)  = 
(¢k).~ "'" (~1). = ~(B, x), where ~(B, x) = {q E Q~:for some q~ E B, 
~(q~, x) = q}. Note that (~1)~. is applied first to B. If i is a positive 
integer, then x~(B)  = ~(B, x~), where x ~ is x concatenated i times. 
Define x~°(B) = A~(B) = B(id),  where A is the null tape. 
If x~ is a reset such that x E I~*, let x~(B)  = x~,(Q,,) for 
i = 1, 2, . . . .  Note that we use x~(B)  and ~(B, x) interchangeably. 
D~.FINITION 1. Let x E I~*. A subset B of Q~ is called a minimal 
x-permuted subset of QM if and only if x~(B)  = B and x~(A ) ~ A 
for all proper subsets A of B. 
If x~ is a permutation on Q~ (x~(Q~) = Q~) then the minimal 
x-permuted subsets of Q~ are the orbits of the permutation. 
IJEMMA 1. Suppose B C Q~ and x E f~*. Then XM(B) = B if and 
only if B is the union of minimal x-permuted subsets of Q M • 
The proof is straightforward. 
DEFINITION 2. For each x~ E SM define S~ '~ = x (Q~) fo r i  = 1, 
2, - .- . If S~ -- S~+~ for some i, let S~ be called S~.  
LEMMA 2. For each XM C ~M there is an integer k such that S~= 
S~o = S~+i for all integers j >= O, and S~ ~ S~-~ for i <= t~. 
, x~ (Q~)  = Proof .  Since x~(Q~) ~ Q~ ~ ~-~ ~-~ _ x  [x~(Q~)]  c x  (Q~) ,  
Repeated application of XM to Q~ yields a nested sequence of subsets 
QM, S~, S~,  S~,  . . .  of Q . .  Let S~ be the subset of lowest index 
with the property S~ = S~+~. Such a subset exists since Q~ is finite. 
Then x~(S~)  = x~(S~+~), or S~÷~ = S~+~, and clearly S~ = S~+~ 
for a l l j  > 0. For i -< k, S~¢ is properly contained in S,,'-~ because of the 
choice of k. Q.E.D. 
LEM~A 3. For each XM ~ SM , S~ is the union of all the minimal 
x-permuted subsets of QM. 
Proof. Since x~( S~)  = S~ ~ , Sz~ is the union of minimal x-permuted 
subsets by Lemma 1. If  B ~ QM is any minimal x-permuted subset and 
k is an integer such that S~ = S~,  then 
B ~ = x.~ (B)  c XM (Q.~) = S,~.  
Hence every minima] x-permuted subset of Q~ is contained in S~.  
Q.E.D. 
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We can now relate the subsets S~ to the Zeiger covers for M. The 
effect of S~ on component machines will be shown later. 
T~EO~E~ 1. Let x ~ C S ~ • If x ~( Q M ) ~ Q ~ , then in any sequence of 
Zeiger covers for M there is a cover having S~ as an element. 
Proof. If S~ is a singleton, then S~ E C~. If not, S~ is contained 
in at least one cover element, namely in an element of C~. Let 
C~ E {C1, .-.  , C,} be the cover of largest index having an element B 
containing S~.  Then B E D~ ; otherwise B E C~+, • 
For each positive integer i let x~(B)  = B~. Then S~ ~ B~ since 
S~ ~ B. Hence Bi is contained in an element T~ of D~ ; otherwise 
T~ E C~+~, contrary to the choice of C~. 
If B~ is properly contained in Ti then B~ is among the subsets from 
which R(T~)  is chosen, and consequently S~ is a subset of an element 
of R(T~)  since S~ ~ B~. This implies S~ is contained in an element of 
C~+,, contrary to the choice of C~. Hence B~ = T~ E D~ for each i. 
Since D~ has a finite number of elements, there are integers k and m 
with m > k such that x~(Bm)  = Bk .  Then x~-k(Bk) = B,~, so 
• X T x~-~+*(Bk) = xM(Bm) = Bk Let r be any integer such that M (QM) 
S~, = S~,  and choose j such that (m - k + 1)j => r. Then 
and hence Bk = X(M~'-~+I)J(B~)  S~.  But S~ ~ B~ for each i, so 
Bk = S~ and hence S~® E C~. Q.E.D. 
It is possible to construct a sequence C,, . - .  , C~ of Zeiger covers for 
M without constructing the corresponding component machines 
L , ,  . . .  , L~. What information about the permutations and resets in 
the component machines canbe obtained from the covers? This question 
is examined in the next few results. 
Let K~ be the cascade of machines L , ,  .. • , L i .  Recall that an input 
to L~+, is a pair (p, a) where p E Q~ and ¢ E IM • The symbol a is said 
to cause a permutation of L~+, if for some p, (p, a)~+~ (Q~+~) = Q~+~. 
Observe that a can cause a permutation of L~+~ and yet when K~ is in 
some state p~. other than p, the input (p~, a)~+, resets L~+~. The phrase 
L~+, has permutations means that some symbol a ~ I~ causes apermuta- 
tion of L,+,. 
In Section I I  the replacement set R(P)  for an element P of initial 
similarity class D was defined• We extend this to define the replacement 
set for D as R(D)  = I.Jee. R (P ) .  
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The following fact is a direct result of the procedure for constructing 
a Zeiger cascade for M. We present it here for ease of reference in the 
next several results. See Cutlip (h~[ay-June, 1968) for a detailed cSs- 
cussion. 
Observation 1. If B, B' E D~ and ¢~(B) = B', then ~ causes apermu- 
tation of L~+I. 
Lv.MNIA 4. I f  B E D~ and x~(B) E D~for XM E SM , then every prefix 
of x maps B onto an element of D~. 
Proof: B and x~(B) are both in D~ and hence similar. Let y~ E SM 
be the transformation taking x~(B) to B; that is, y~x~(B) = 
(xy)~(B) = B. Let wl be a prefix of x, so that x = wlw2, and 
let (wl)~(B) = B'. B' is ~n element of C~ since (wl)~ is one-to-one and 
B is of maximal eardin&lity in C~. Then (w2)~(B') = (w2)~(wl)~(B) = 
(wlw2)~(B) = XM(B) and y~(w2)~(B') = yMX~(B) = B. Thus 
B and B' are similar, implying B' E D~. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose x~ E ~.  I f  S~ E D~ then every symbol 
embedded in x causes a permutation of L~+~. 
Proof. Suppose x = wlaw2 where w~, w~ E I~* and z E I~ .  Let 
(Wl)M(&~) = B and (Wl~r)M(S~) = B'. Then ¢~(B) = B', and 
B E D~ and B' E D~ by Lemma 4. Hence ~ causes a permutation of
L~+I by Observation 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 shows that the presence of the subsets S~ in initial 
similarity classes produces permutations in the corresponding com- 
ponent machines. The next theorem shows that nonsingleton i itial 
sindlarity classes result in permutations in their component machines. 
Assume D, is the initial similarity class of C~ replaced in obtaining C~+~. 
THEOREM 3. I f  D~ is not a singleton, then L~+I has permutations. 
Proof. Let B, B' be distinct elements of D,~. Since they are similar, 
x~(B) = B' for some x.~ E ~M. By Lemma ~ each prefix of x maps 
B onto an element of D~, and hence each symbol embedded in x maps 
an element of D~ onto another, causing a permutation of L~+~ by Ob- 
servation 1. Q.E.D. 
It can also be shown that if D~ is not a singleton and D~ contains an 
element of R(D~) for some v > u, then L,+~ has permutations. 
A natural question concerns the conditions for obtaining a cascade 
having no permutations. The next theorem answers this question, and 
in Section IV the events realized by such machines are examined. 
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T~onn~ 4. A Zeiger cascade M has no permutations i f  and only i f  
S~ is a singleton for all x o'n {IM* -- AI. 
Proof. Suppose S~ is not a singleton for some x C {I~* - A}. If 
S~ = QM then the first machine of the cascade has permutations, and if 
S~ # Q~ then by Theorem 2 some other component machine has 
permutations, proving the forward implication by contraposition. 
Suppose S~ is a singleton for all x E {I~* - A}. Let CI, . . .  , C. 
be a sequence of Zeiger covers for M with component machines 
L~, • • • , Ln ,  and let N~ be the cascade of L~, • • • , L~ for each i 6 n. 
We prove by induction on the machines N~, • .- , Nn that the cascade 
for M has no permutations. 
For each z E I~ ,  S~ is a singleton, so no input symbol permutes 
Q~.  Hence, NI = L1 is reset by every input. 
Assume Ni is a cascade of resets and "don't cares" and consider 
transitions z~÷~ (p, r) = (s, t) where ZN~(p) = P E D~ and Z~(s)  = S. 
I f  S ~ D~ then ~ produces a "don't  care" in L~+~. Suppose S C D~. 
Then z~(P)  C S. If the containment is proper z produces a reset in 
L~+i. Suppose zM(P)  = S. Since P and S are similar there is a trans- 
formation yM such that yM(S)  = P.  Then y~zM(P)  = (Zy)M(P)  = 
yM(S)  = P; thus (Zy)M permutes P and P is the union of minimal 
(zy)-permuted subsets of Q~.  But S(,y)® is a singleton and P c S(~y)~, 
so P is u singleton. Hence P could not appear in the initial similarity 
class D i .  This shows that L~+I, and hence the cascade N~+l, has no 
permutations, which proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
IV. A SPECIAL CASE: ~ PERMUTES QM 
We turn to the special but important case in which the symbol z 
permutes the whole state set. In this case the minimal a-permuted 
subsets of Q~ are the orbits of the permutation. I t is clear that ~ will 
cause a permutation of L~+~ whenever the state of N~ corresponds to a 
D~ element, say B, for z maps B one-to-one onto another D,. element. 
This is so because for some j, z~'(B) = B( id )  and hence z~(B)  E D~ 
by Lemma 4. The results of this section concern the conditions under 
which all permutations due to z in the cascade are identities. First a 
lemma is required which shows the closely related structures of cover 
elements in an initial similarity class. This result can be found in Ginz- 
burg (1968); we omit the proof here. 
LE~MA 5. Let C = { $1, • " , S,~} be a Zeiger cover for M with init ial 
similarity class D = {S i ,  " "  , Sk}, k <= m, and reference lement S1. 
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For each i <= k let the replacement set for S~ be R(S~) = {S~1, 
Then rt . . . . .  rk = r, and the labels S~ can be assigned so that 
S~ v~l ( SIh ) -= S~ and v~ ( Sih ) = S~ for each i <= k and h <- r. 
DEFINITmN 3. I f  C is a Zeiger cover for M and a~ 5 ~,  then 
aM permutes C means that, for each B E C, a~(B)  = 6(B, a) C C, and 
the map on C so defined is one-to-one. 
Clearly, a~ is identity on C means that for each B C C, a , (B )  = B, 
but z~ is not necessarily the identity permutation on the state subset B. 
Again, we let C~, • - • , C~ be a sequence of Zeiger covers for M with 
initial similariW classes D~, . . .  , D~-t used in obtaining C~, . - .  , C~, 
and with corresponding component machines L~, • • • , L, . 
LEMMA 6. I f  o'~ is identity on C~, , a~ is identity on C~ for each i <= u. 
Proof. I t  is sufficient o show that ~ is identity on C~_~. I f  B ~ D~_~ 
then B is the union of the subsets of Q~ which replace B to obtain C,,. 
But each of these subsets is permuted by ¢~ by assumption, hence 
each is the union of minimal a-permuted subsets of Q~,  and therefore 
so is B. So z~(B)  = B by Lemma 1. Hence aM is identity on D~_~. 
Since a~ is also identity on C~_~ ~ C~ by assumption, the lemma follows. 
Q.E.D. 
T~EOnEM 5. I f  a~(Q~) = Q~z , then for each u <= n aM is identity 
on C~ if and only i f  the permutations due to a of component machines L~ 
through L~ are identities. 
Proof. For u = 1 the theorem follows directly by construction_ of L~. 
Assume u > 1 and suppose aM is identity on C~. Let C~_~ = 
{S1, " "  , S~_~} andD._ t  = {St, . . .  , Sk~_~} for k~_t < m~_l, and 
let $1 be the reference lement. Let R(S~) = {S,t, . . .  , S ... .  ~} for. 
each i ~ k,_t and assume the elements of R(S~) ~re labelled so tha~ 
v~ (S~)  = S~] for each i =< k~_t and j =< r~_~. 
By Lemma 6 aM is identity on C~_t. Hence aM(S~y) = S,~.. Consider 
any transition of the form as~ (p, r) = (s, t), where Z~_~ (p) = 
S~ ~ D~_~ and Z~_~(s)  = S~ ~ D~_~. Then ~M(Si) C S~. 
But aa(S~) -- S~ by assumption, so S~ = S~ since D~_t is chosen among 
the elements of C,_~ of maximal cardinality. We ~dll show t = r, where 
Z~ 
~ ~v~(S~)  = t. r = St~, for each j #_ r~_,. Now t is chosen so that vs~ 
81 Hence t vs ,~(  S~)  ~ = = vs~(S~) = St~ = r, showing that the permu- 
tation of L~ due to a is the identity. By Lemma 6 a~ is identity on C~ 
for i -< u, so the same ~rgument ~pplies to L¢ for each i _< u. 
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Conversely, suppose the permutations due to a of L~ through L~ are 
identities. We will use induction to show that a~ is identity on C~. 
Clearly, a~ is identity on C1 according to the procedure for con- 
structing L1. Suppose aM is identity on C, for 1 =< v < u. Let C~ = 
{BI, . . .  , B~} and D, = {B1, . . .  , B~} for k~ _<- m~, and let B1 be 
the reference lement. Let R(B~) = {B~I, .-- , B~r~} for each i < k, 
and assume the elements of R(B~) are labelled so that B~ v (B~j) = B~j 
for each i =< k, and j  < r~. 
Since aM(Bi) = Bi for each B~ E C~, and since each permutation 
of L~+I due to a is the identity, Rule 4 for determining state transitions 
B 1 B~/~ x becomes v,.a~rv,~(~lj) = Blj for i < k~ and j > r , .  Applying B~ --~- ~ VB 1 
to both sides of this equality ields z~[vg~ (B13)] = vB~ (B~). But any 
element of R(D~) can be written as v~(B~) for some i, j, so a~ is iden- 
tity on R(D~), which is contained in C~+1. Since a~ is identity on C, 
by assumption, it is identity on all of C~+l. 
We conclude that a~ is identity on each cover C~, . . .  , C~. Q.E.D. 
COROT.~ARY 1. I f  aM permutes QM, then a~ is the identity on Q~ 
if and only if the permutations due to a of every component machine in a 
Zeiger cascade for M are identities. 
Proof. If C1, . - - ,  C~ is a Zeiger cascade for M then C~ = 
{{q} :q E Q~}, and the conclusion follows from Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
This corollary shows that any nontrivial permutation of the state set 
by an input a causes a nontrivial permutation i one or more machines 
in the cascade. Furthermore, if a~ permutes Q~ one can determine 
which of the component machines have nontrivial permutations due to 
by observing the effect of a .  on the Zeiger covers. 
V. DECOMPOSITION OF DEFINITE AUTOMATA 
Cutlip (Jan. 1968) pointed out that prefix automata, i.e., automata 
which recognize vents of the form IM*Z where Z ~ IM k for some 
positive integer ]c, decompose into cascades having only resets and 
identity permutations. These permutations arise from the arbitrary 
next-state assignment of Rule 2 for determining state transitions; we 
have preferred to call them "don't cares." In this section we consider 
decomposition f the more general class of machines, definite automata. 
We first briefly review two topics, automaton synchronization a d the 
canonical representation f definite vents. Synchronization is discussed 
in Liu (1963) and Reynolds and Cutlip (1969); Brzozowsld (1962) 
discusses the canonical representation f definite vents. 
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A machine M = (Q,~, $, q0, F )  is synchronizable if there is a tape 
x C I~*  such that when x is applied to the input, M goes to the same 
state no matter what its state prior to the application of x. That  is, 
8(QM, x) is a single state or, equivalently stated, 8(q,, x) = 8(q3", x) 
for each q~, qs E Q~ • The tape x is said to synchronize M, and x is called 
a synchronizing tape. Some machines are synchronizable and some are 
not. 
I f  A and B are sets, let A U B or A + B be the set-theoretic union of 
A and B. 
A definite event W ~ I~* is one which can be expressed in the form 
W -= X 9- IM*Y, where X and Y are finite events. Every definite event 
W = X 9- IM*Y has a unique canonical representation, obtained as 
follows (see Brzozowski (1962)): 
(1) Remove from X all tapes having suffixes in Y. 
(2) Remove from Y all tapes having suffixes in Y. 
(3) I f  x C X and IM*X ~ I~*Y, place x in Y and remove from Y 
all tapes having x as a proper suffix. 
(4) Delete any redundant listing of tapes in X and Y. 
Brzozowski (1962) also assumed that the tapes in X and Y were ordered 
in their listing, but we shall not retain this restriction. Observe that the 
above procedure also yields a unique canonical representation if X or Y 
or both are infinite regular events. 
We can now present the results of this section. Let V be a regular 
event and let M(V)  = (QM,/f, q0, F)  be the machine accepting V. 
LEMMA 7. / f  no nonsingleton subset of QM is permuted by any tape in 
IIM* -- A} then there is an integer m such that every tape of length ~ m 
synchronizes M(V) .  
Proof. I f  no nonsingleton subset of Q~ is permuted by any tape in 
/IM* -- A} then S~ is a singleton for each x C / I~* - A}. I f  M(V)  has 
n states then QM has 2 ~ subsets. Let m = 2 ~. Suppose y C IM*, l(y) = 
k => m, and y = z~ • • • zk • For each i such that 1 -< i ~ ]~, define A ~ = 
(~ - . -  ~)~(Q ~). Since y has length greater than the number of subsets 
of Q ,  there are integers u, v such that v > u and A~ = A~. Then the 
tape z~+l " '"  z~ maps A~ to A~ ; that is, (z~+l . . .  z~)~(A~) = A~ = 
A~. Hence A~ is a singleton because S(~+~ ..... )~ is a singleton and no 
nonsingleton subset of Q~ can be permuted by z,+l • " z, • This shows 
that A~ = YM(Q~) is also a singleton and thus y synchronizes M(V) .  
So every tape of length >= m = 2 ~ synchronizes M(V) .  Q.E.D. 
LE~A 8. Suppose W = X + IM*Y where X is finite and W is in 
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canonical form. Then Y is infinite if and only if Qs has a nonsingleton 
subset B which is permuted by some nonnull tape x E Is*. 
Proof. Since W is in canonical form, no tape in Y is a proper suffix of 
another tape in Y. 
Suppose B _c Qs is permuted by x, where B is not a singleton and 
x ~ A. For some integer k, x .  ~ is the identity on B; let y = x ~. Let q~ 
a, nd q~ be distinct states in B and let z E I s*  distinguish them. Without 
loss of generality assume ~(q~, z) E F and ~(q~, z) ~ F. Choose tapes 
u and v such that 8(q0, u) = q~ and ~(q0, v) = q~-. Let W1 = uy*z and 
W~ = ~*z and observe that W~ ~ W and W~. n w = ~.  Since x is 
finite, an infinite number of tapes in W1 must be in IM*Y. I f  Z = W1 n 
Is*Y, denote Z by Z = {uy~z, uy~z, uyi~z, . . .},  where each ij. is a 
nonnegative integer and ij > ij._~ for j = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Since W2 N W = 
~,  no suffixes of tapes in W~ are in Y, so in particular no suffix of y~z 
is in Y for i = 0, 1, 2, • ..- . But every tape in Z has a suffix in Y. Hence 
there are suffixes uj of u fo r j  = 1, 2, 3, • • • such that if u~. is not a suffix 
of y" for any j,  m, then the following tapes are in Y: uly~z, u2y~z, u3y~z, 
• • • . But uj cannot be a suffix of y~, for if j is the smallest index such 
that u~. has this property, then u~y~Jz E Y, which implies that ymy'iz E 
I~*Y, and the fact that no suffix of y~z is in Y for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .  is 
contrudicted. Hence Y has an infinite number of tapes. 
Conversely, assume that no nonsingleton subset of Q~ is permuted 
by any tape in {Is* - AI. By Lemma 7 tapes of length -> m = 2" 
synchronize M(W), where M(W) has n states. Suppose the longest 
tape in X has length r, and suppose y is any tape in I~*Y such that 
l(y) > max Ira, r} + 1. Let y = wx, where x is a suffix of y of length 
max [m, r / -t- 1. Now y synchronizes M(W) to some state q~ E F. Let 
q1 = 8(q0, w). Since l(x) > m, x synchronizes M(W), and 
since ~(qj, x) = q~, x synchronizes to state q~. This means ~(q~, x) = 
q~, so that x E W. But l(x) > r, so x ¢~ X. Hence x E I~*Y and so has 
a suffix in Y. Then y has a suffix in Y, so y ~ Y since W is in canonical 
form. Thus no tape in I~,*Y of length greater than max {m, r} -t- 1 is in 
Y, so Y is a finite set. Q.E.D. 
The main theorem can now be stated. 
T~v.o~.~ 6. W is definite iJ and only if no Zeiger cascade for M(W) 
has permutations. 
Proof. Assume W is definite and in canonical form. Then W = 
X -~ IM*Y and Y is finite so by Lemma 8 no nonsingleton subset of Qs  
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is permuted by any nonnull tape. That  is, S~ is a singleton for all 
x C {IM* - A}, and by Theorem 4 any Zeiger cascade for M(W)  has no 
permutations. 
Conversely, if no Zeiger cascade for M(W)  has permutations, then by 
Theorem 4 S~ is a singleton for all x C {f~* - A}. By Lemma 7 every 
tape of length >- m = 2" synchronizes M(W),  where M(W)  has n states. 
If u E W and u synchronizes M(W),  then I~*u ~ W. Let Y be the 
set of all tapes in W of length >m. Then I~*Y ~ W. Letting X be the 
set of all tapes in W of length less than m, we see that W = X + I~,*Y 
where X is finite. 
Let W = X' + I~*Y' be the canonical form for W. X' is still finite, 
and since Q~ has no nonsingleton subsets permuted by tapes in {I~* - 
A}, Y' is finite by Lemma 8. Hence W is definite. Q.E.D. 
I t  should be observed that, according to Theorem 4, if any one Zeiger 
cascade for M(W)  has no permutations then no Zeiger cascade for M(W)  
has permutations. This provides an alternative statement of Theorem 6. 
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